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Abstract

For the first time, the Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring Network (ADDM) at

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported prevalence estimates

based on two different diagnostic schemes in the 2014 surveillance period. Results found

substantial agreement between surveillance case status based on Diagnostic and Statistical

Manual of Mental Disorders–Fourth Edition–Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR) criteria and DSM-5

criteria ASD (kappa = 0.85). No study has replicated this agreement in another independent

sample of surveillance records. The objectives of this study were to (1) replicate agreement

between surveillance status based on DSM-IV-TR criteria and DSM-5 criteria for ASD, (2)

quantify the number of children who met surveillance status based on only DSM-IV-TR crite-

ria and only DSM-5 criteria for ASD, and (3) evaluate differences in characteristics of these

latter two groups of children. The study sample was 8-year-old children who had health and

education records reviewed for ASD surveillance in metropolitan Atlanta, GA in the 2012

surveillance year. Results found substantial agreement between child’s surveillance status

using DSM-IV-TR criteria and DSM-5 criteria for ASD (kappa = 0.80). There were no differ-

ences in child race/ethnicity, child sex, or intellectual disability between surveillance status

defined by DSM-IV-TR criteria and that defined by DSM-5 criteria. Children who met surveil-

lance status based on DSM-IV-TR criteria, but not DSM-5 criteria, were more likely to have

developmental concerns and evaluations in the first three years. Children who met surveil-

lance status based on DSM-5 criteria, but not DSM-IV-TR criteria, were more likely to have

been receiving autism-related services or previously diagnosed with ASD. These results

suggest that surveillance status of ASD based on DSM-5 criteria is largely comparable to

that based on DSM-IV-TR criteria, and identifies children with similar demographic and intel-

lectual characteristics.
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Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder characterized by deficits in

social-communication and interaction skills and the presence of restricted interests and repeti-

tive behaviors [1]. The estimated prevalence of ASD reported by the Centers for Disease Con-

trol and Prevention (CDC)’s Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring (ADDM)

Network has increased substantially, from about 6.7 per 1,000 8-year-old children in 2000 to

about 16.8 per 1,000 8-year-olds in 2014 [2–3]. CDC thus highlights ASD as an urgent public

health concern and notes that continued monitoring of the prevalence of ASD is important to

inform policy and research decisions, and understand how characteristics of people with ASD

change over time.

Since the inception of ASD surveillance in 1996 by the Atlanta-based ADDM site, CDC has

consistently applied a rigorous and reliable method to estimate the prevalence of ASD in the

population [4]. This method employs a standardized coding scheme based on criteria outlined

in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders–Fourth Edition–Text Revision

(DSM-IV-TR) which is applied to behavioral information collected from health and education

records [5]. The methods used to determine ASD surveillance case status do not rely solely

on an ASD diagnosis or special education classification of autism. The records-based ASD

surveillance method developed by CDC has fairly high positive predictive value (0.79) when

compared to a comprehensive clinical evaluation [6] and provides the best possible ASD prev-

alence estimate currently available without conducting complete resource intensive, popula-

tion screening and diagnostic clinical case confirmation [7].

In DSM-IV-TR, ASD comprises subtypes including autistic disorder, Asperger disorder,

Childhood Disintegrative Disorder (CDD), Rett syndrome, and Pervasive Developmental Dis-

order–Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS). CDD and Rett syndrome are often excluded

from ASD prevalence estimates because of the rare occurrence of these conditions and discov-

ery of a genetic mutation that causes Rett syndrome independent of ASD [8]. Every two years

since the 2000 surveillance year, the ADDM Network has reported prevalence estimates

among 8-year-olds for ASD, including autistic disorder, Asperger disorder, and PDD-NOS

under the parameters of the DSM-IV-TR diagnostic criteria [2, 3, 9–14].

In its publication of the DSM-5 in 2013, the American Psychiatric Association made con-

siderable changes to ASD diagnostic criteria that influence CDC ASD surveillance methods

[1]. In DSM-5, ASD no longer comprises distinct subtypes but represents one singular condi-

tion defined by severity levels, or the level of functional support required by the individual.

Another change from DSM-IV-TR to DSM-5 is that DSM-5 specifies that individuals with

ASD must meet all three social criteria (i.e., deficits in social-emotional reciprocity, deficits in

nonverbal communicative behaviors, and deficits in developing, understanding, and maintain-

ing relationships) and two of four behavioral criteria (i.e., repetitive speech or motor move-

ments, insistence on sameness, restricted interests, or unusual response to sensory input).

Moreover, DSM-5 states that those with a previous DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of autistic disorder,

Asperger disorder, or PDD-NOS should be given a DSM-5 diagnosis of ASD.

For the first time, the ADDM Network reported prevalence estimates based on both

DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5 criteria in the 2014 surveillance period [3]. Results found substantial

agreement between surveillance status based on DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5 definitions of ASD

(kappa = 0.85). These findings compliment other studies that suggest DSM-5 changes do not

result in significant changes in ASD prevalence estimates and improve diagnostic specificity

without a compromise in diagnostic sensitivity [15,16]. They contrast with studies that suggest

DSM-5 changes may produce substantially lower prevalence estimates due to the exclusion of

very young children and/or those without intellectual disability (ID) [17–21].
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No study has replicated ADDM DSM-IV-TR versus DSM-5 surveillance estimates in other

independent samples of surveillance records. It is important to replicate these findings so that

future reports of DSM-5 prevalence estimates can be considered within the context of histori-

cally presented DSM-IV-TR prevalence estimates. The objectives of this study were to (1) rep-

licate agreement between surveillance status based on DSM-IV-TR criteria and DSM-5 criteria

for ASD in another sample of surveillance records, (2) quantify the number of children who

met surveillance status based on only DSM-IV-TR criteria and only DSM-5 criteria for ASD,

and (3) evaluate differences in characteristics of these latter two groups of children.

Materials and method

The study sample was 8-year-old children who had health and education records reviewed for

ASD surveillance in metropolitan Atlanta, GA in the 2012 surveillance year as a part of the

Metropolitan Atlanta Developmental Disabilities Surveillance Program (MADDSP).

MADDSP is an on-going records-based surveillance system that monitors the prevalence of

selected developmental disabilities among 8-year-old children in five counties of metropolitan

Atlanta, GA. MADDSP was initiated in 1991 for surveillance of cerebral palsy, hearing loss,

intellectual disability, and vision impairment, with ASD added in 1996. MADDSP serves as the

framework for the ADDM Network which has replicated the MADDSP methodology across

multiple US communities. Each ADDM site, including MADDSP, functions as a public health

authority under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 Privacy Rule

and meets applicable local Institutional Review Board and privacy and confidentiality

requirements.

Procedures used for DSM-IV-TR ASD surveillance

A child was eligible for MADDSP ASD surveillance if he/she: (1) was born in 2004 (i.e., was 8

years old at any point during the 2012 surveillance year), (2) had a parent or legal guardian

who resided in the five-county metropolitan Atlanta area, and (3) received service for a devel-

opmental condition as evidenced by a discharge diagnosis, billing code, reason for referral, or

education eligibility noted in evaluation records. Surveillance staff reviewed health and educa-

tion records of eligible children for social deficits that indicated the child may be at risk for

ASD (e.g., limited interest in other children or reduced eye contact). All records that contained

a social deficit were abstracted to collect accounts of developmental history, descriptions of

ASD symptoms, results of developmental tests, and documentation of co-occurring conditions

diagnosed by the community professional who evaluated the child. All abstracted information

was combined into one composite record if multiple records were abstracted for the same

child.

Clinicians with advanced degrees and specialized training and experience in ASD then

applied a standardized coding scheme to the abstracted data. An algorithm based on

DSM-IV-TR diagnoses of autistic disorder, Asperger disorder, or PDD-NOS was applied to

the results of the coding scheme. In order to meet surveillance status of autistic disorder, the

child had six or more ASD symptoms noted, with at least two social symptoms, one communi-

cation symptom, and one behavioral symptom; and evidence of developmental concern noted

by three years of age. In order to meet surveillance status of other ASD, the child had to have

two or more ASD symptoms noted, with at least one social symptom and one communication

or behavioral symptom; and evidence of a behavior or diagnosis that discriminates children

with ASD from children with other developmental delays or disorders (DD). Agreement on

DSM-IV-TR ASD surveillance case status among clinicians was 85%. Detailed descriptions of

ASD surveillance status based on DSM-IV-TR criteria are found in Table 1.
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It is important to note that a previous ASD diagnosis was not sufficient evidence to confirm

DSM-IV-TR surveillance case status. Instead, the child had to have two or more ASD symp-

toms noted in service records, with at least one social symptom and one communication or

behavioral symptom, in addition to an ASD diagnosis or another “autism discriminator.”

Other autism discriminators were: oblivious to children, oblivious to adults, little or no interest

in others, rarely responds to a familiar social approach, lack of showing objects of interest, loss

of previously acquired skills, language consist primarily of echolalia or jargon, repeats exten-

sive dialogue, absent of impaired imaginative play, markedly restricted interests, unusual pre-

occupation, insists on sameness, nonfunctional routines, excessive focus on parts, unusual

visual inspection, movement preoccupation, and sensory preoccupation.

The clinician who applied the surveillance coding scheme rated his or her certainty that the

child had ASD given all available information in service records. Degree of certainty was rated

on a 5-point scale with one representing the least amount of certainty and five representing the

greatest amount of certainty. Children who met ASD surveillance status with a certainty rating

of one could be disqualified as an ASD case based on clinical judgment (e.g., symptoms

accounted for by another disorder). Children who met ASD surveillance case status with a cer-

tainty rating of one (if not already disqualified), two, or three were sent to a second clinician

for an independent review and coding; the two clinicians who reviewed the common record

then met for a consensus discussion and decided final ASD surveillance status.

Certainty ratings were also applied to records of children who did not meet ASD surveil-

lance status. These ratings were helpful in constructing the sampling scheme outlined in

Table 2. For the purposes of this paper, ratings of four and five were combined to signify “high

certainty” and ratings of one, two, or three were combined to signify “low certainty” in order

to remain consistent with procedures outlined in the above paragraph.

Table 1. Determining autism spectrum disorder (ASD) surveillance status based on the Diagnostic and Statistical

Manual of Mental Disorder–Fourth Edition–Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR).

Autistic disorder Child had 1) six or more DSM-IV-TR symptoms coded, with at least a) two

social symptoms, b) one communication symptom, and c) one behavioral

symptom, and 2) evidence of developmental concern by three years of age.

ASD Child had 1) two or more DSM-IV-TR symptoms coded, with at least a) one

social symptom and b) one communication or behavioral symptom, and 2) at

least one behavior that distinguishes children with ASD from children with

other developmental delays or disorders (including an ASD diagnosis).a

Suspected ASD: high certainty the

child has ASD

(Classified as non-ASD)

Child met criteria for autistic disorder but did not have evidence of

developmental concern by three years of age, or child met the first or second

criteria for ASD, above, but not both; and the clinician reviewer noted his or

her certainty the child had ASD as 4 or 5 on a 5-point Likert scale.

Suspected ASD: low certainty the

child has ASD

(Classified as non-ASD)

Child met criteria for autistic disorder but did not have evidence of

developmental concern by three years of age, or child met the first or second

criteria for ASD, above, but not both; and the clinician reviewer noted his or

her certainty the child had ASD as 1, 2, or 3 on a 5-point Likert scale.

Disqualified ASD

(Classified as non-ASD)

Child met surveillance status for autistic disorder or ASD, but clinician

reviewer disqualified child upon first primary review or after consensus

discussion with another reviewer (e.g., symptoms better accounted for by

another disorder).

Not applicable

(Classified as non-ASD)

Child did not meet surveillance status for autistic disorder, ASD, or Suspected

ASD, or child had a documented diagnosis of CDD or Rett.

aBehaviors that distinguish children with ASD from children with other developmental delays or disorders are

considered “red flags” for ASD that would prompt further evaluation if reported by a parent or observed by a

healthcare professional. These discriminators are necessary for the DSM-IV-TR case definition of ASD.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208079.t001
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Procedures used for DSM-5 ASD surveillance

A DSM-5 coding scheme for ASD surveillance was developed by an independent body of

ADDM-affiliated experts and then adapted and refined by a CDC-led clinical workgroup. In

brief, an independent body of experts gathered behavioral exemplars from the DSM-IV-TR

surveillance manual and other sources and re-coded exemplars according to DSM-5 criteria

(e.g., language delay is coded as a diagnostic symptom in DSM-IV-TR and an associated fea-

ture in DSM-5; unusual sensory response is coded as an associated feature in DSM-IV-TR and

a diagnostic feature in DSM-5). The re-coding of each exemplar was discussed in detail and

questions were posed to members of the DSM-5 neurodevelopmental disorders workgroup.

The re-coding process was then reviewed and discussed by a CDC-led workgroup of ADDM

clinician reviewers. Agreement on ASD surveillance case status among clinicians was 100%,

97%, and 90% for the first three sets of reliability exercises for DSM-5 record-review coding.

It is important to note that a previous diagnosis of ASD was incorporated into the DSM-5

surveillance definition, since DSM-5 specifically states that those with a DSM-IV-TR diagnosis

should be given a DSM-5 diagnosis of ASD.

Next, members of the author group who have expertise in epidemiology and developmental

psychology conducted a literature review and utilized clinical judgment to determine the prob-

ability of a child meeting DSM-5 surveillance status based on DSM-IV-TR surveillance status

and/or the presence of a documented ASD diagnosis in evaluation records. For instance, some

studies found that most children diagnosed with DSM-IV-TR autistic disorder met criteria for

DSM-5 ASD [15,16]; we therefore estimated the probability that a child with a documented

diagnosis of autistic disorder would meet DSM-5 surveillance status as “high” and sampled 10%

of those records. In contrast, there is variability in whether children with DSM-IV-TR Asperger

disorder or PDD-NOS met criteria for DSM-5 ASD; we therefore estimated the probability that

a child with a documented diagnosis of ASD would meet DSM-5 surveillance status as “uncer-

tain” and sampled 100% of those records [18–20]. In sum, a priori, descriptive probabilities

based on previous literature and clinical expertise were used to develop a stratified sampling

approach to identify records for DSM-5 record-review coding (Table 2). Sampling was further

Table 2. Sampling strategy for autism spectrum disorder (ASD) surveillance status based on documented ASD diagnosis and Statistical Manual of Mental Disor-

ders–Fourth Edition–Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR).

Documented DSM-IV-TR

ASD Diagnosis Present

Documented DSM-IV-TR

ASD Diagnosis Absent

DSM-IV-TR

surveillance statusa
Probability

of DSM-5b
DSM-IV-TR

sample

Minimum %

DSM-IV-TR

sampled

DSM-5

sample

Probability

of DSM-5b
DSM-IV-TR

sample

Minimum %

DSM-IV-TR

sampled

DSM-5

sample

Total DSM-

5 sample

Autistic disorder High 447 10 48 Moderate 159 100 159 207

ASD Uncertain 99 100 99 Uncertain 66 100 66 165

Suspected ASD:

high certainty

Low 19 100 19 Low 33 100 33 52

Suspected ASD: low

certainty

Low 10 100 10 Low 415 10 45 55

Disqualified ASD Uncertain 18 100 18 Low 159 10 23 41

Not applicable Uncertain 1 100 1 Very low 116 10 15 16

TOTAL 594 — 195 948 — 341 536

aSee Table 1 for detailed description of surveillance status defined by DSM-IV-TR criteria
bProbability of DSM-5 is probability the child will meet DSM-5 social-behavioral criteria independent of a previous ASD diagnosis given literature review and clinical

judgment.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208079.t002
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stratified on race/ethnicity to ensure that the demographic distribution of DSM-5 samples was

similar to the overall demographic distribution of children reviewed for ASD for the 2012 sur-

veillance year using the DSM-IV-TR criteria.

Six clinicians established inter-rater reliability on the DSM-5 coding scheme. These six cli-

nicians then coded records according to DSM-5 criteria based on the stratified sampling

approach outlined in Table 2. Clinicians were blind to DSM-IV-TR surveillance status, and to

the stratum from which each individual record was drawn. However, clinicians may have been

aware of a previous ASD diagnosis if described within the abstracted text sent to the clinician

for review. Clinicians met twice during the eight-week coding period to discuss inter-rater reli-

ability for a common record reviewed by each clinician. Agreement on ASD surveillance status

among clinicians was 100% for both of these reliability exercises.

Analytic methods

All analyses were weighted to reflect the sampling strategy outlined in Table 2. Descriptive

analyses were used to report the number of children who met the following surveillance status:

(1) both DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5, 2) neither DSM-IV-TR nor DSM-5, (3) DSM-IV-TR, but

not DSM-5, and (4) DSM-5, but not DSM-IV-TR. The kappa statistic assessed agreement

between DSM-IV-TR surveillance status and the DSM-5 surveillance status of ASD.

Chi-square analyses compared the proportion of children who met only DSM-IV-TR sur-

veillance status to those who met only DSM-5 surveillance status on the following variables:

age at first evaluation abstracted (three years or younger or older than three years), autism

classroom in public school (yes or no), developmental concern noted by three years of age (yes

or no), documented ASD diagnosis (yes or no), ID (yes, no, or unknown), race/ethnicity

(white non-Hispanic; non-white non-Hispanic; Hispanic), and sex (boy or girl). Omnibus chi-

square values are reported.

Results

Clinicians reviewed records of 1,542 children for MADDSP surveillance year 2012 according

to DSM-IV-TR criteria. Of these, 77.4% were male and 37.0% were Non-Hispanic White,

37.9% were Non-Hispanic Black, 11.8% other or missing race, and 13.3% were Hispanic. Rec-

ords of 536 children were chosen for DSM-IV-TR versus DSM-5 comparison based on the

sampling scheme previously described (Table 2). Table 3 shows that, when sample weights

were applied, 46.0% children met both DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5 surveillance status, 44.0% met

neither the DSM-IV-TR nor DSM-5 surveillance status, 4.0% met DSM-IV-TR status, but not

DSM-5 status, and 6.0% met DSM-5 status, but not DSM-IV-TR status of ASD. This repre-

sents 90.0% concordance and 10.0% discordance on DSM-IV-TR/DSM-5 surveillance of ASD.

Kappa agreement was 0.80 (p< .01), which indicates excellent agreement. Kappa agreement

was reduced to 0.63 (p< .01), which indicates good agreement, when DSM-5 cases with only a

previous ASD diagnosis were excluded from surveillance counts.

Children who met only DSM-IV-TR surveillance status were compared to children who

met only DSM-5 surveillance status on a number of child characteristics (Table 4). A higher

proportion of children who met only DSM-IV-TR surveillance status, compared with those

who met only DSM-5 surveillance status, had a developmental concern noted by three years of

age and a developmental evaluation conducted by three years of age. By contrast, a higher pro-

portion of children who met only DSM-5 surveillance status, compared with those who met

only DSM-IV-TR surveillance status, were eligible for autism services at a public school or had

an ASD diagnosis documented in service records. There were no differences in group propor-

tions based on child race/ethnicity, child sex, or presence of ID.

Comparison of autism spectrum disorder surveillance status based on two different diagnostic schemes
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Discussion

Similar to ADDM data reported for the 2014 surveillance period, we found substantial agree-

ment between DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5 surveillance status of ASD in a sample of records

reviewed for the 2012 surveillance period. Children who met only DSM-IV-TR surveillance

status and those who met only DSM-5 surveillance status did not differ in terms of child race/

ethnicity, child sex, or presence of ID. These results suggest that the surveillance status of ASD

based on DSM-5 criteria is largely comparable to that based on DSM-IV-TR criteria, and iden-

tifies children with similar demographic and intellectual characteristics. One implication of

these findings is that future reports of DSM-5 prevalence estimates may be considered within

Table 3. Number and percent of children who met autism spectrum disorder (ASD) surveillance status based on criteria outlined in the Diagnostic and Statistical

Manual of Mental Disorders-Fourth Edition-Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR) and Fifth Edition (DSM-5) when sample weights were applied.

DSM-IV-TR ASD DSM-IV-TR NonASD

DSM-5 ASD 709 (46.0%)a 91 (6.0%)b 800

DSM-5 NonASD 62 (4.0%) 680 (44.0%) 742

771 771 1,542

aOf these, 88 (12.4%) met DSM-5 criteria solely based on a previous ASD diagnosis
bOf these, 22 (24.2%) met DSM-5 criteria solely based on a previous ASD diagnosis

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208079.t003

Table 4. Characteristics of children who met autism spectrum disorder (ASD) surveillance status based only on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders-Fourth Edition-Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR) criteria versus only on Fifth Edition (DSM-5) criteria when sample weights were applied.

Characteristic Met Only DSM-IV-TR Surveillance Status

N = 62

Weighted %

Met Only DSM-5 Surveillance Status

N = 91

Weighted %

P value for χ2

Age at first health or education evaluation identified < .01

Older than three years 67.7 97.8

Three years or younger 32.3 2.2

Autism classroom in public school .03

No 79.0 63.7

Yes 21.0 36.3

Delays before three years of age < .01

No 19.4 61.5

Yes 80.6 38.5

Documented ASD diagnosis .01

No 80.6 62.6

Yes 19.4 37.4

Intellectual disability (IQ� 70) .94

No 48.4 47.8

Yes 25.8 16.7

Unknown 25.8 35.6

Race/ethnicity .66

White 37.1 33.7

Non-white 41.9 49.4

Hispanic 21.0 16.9

Sex .42

Boy 83.9 81.3

Girl 16.1 18.7

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208079.t004
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the context of historically presented DSM-IV-TR prevalence estimates given the level of agree-

ment and similar characteristics among children identified by both surveillance methods.

Of course, agreement between DSM-IV-TR versus DSM-5 surveillance status is dependent

on the case definition(s) employed by the surveillance system. CDC incorporated a previous

ASD diagnosis into the DSM-5 case definition to adhere to new guidance offered in the diag-

nostic manual and reflect community practice. However, between 12.4% and 24.2% of those

who met DSM-5 surveillance status did so based solely on a previous ASD diagnosis, and

agreement between DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5 was reduced when these children were excluded

from the DSM-5 surveillance definition. This finding could have implication for future surveil-

lance efforts. On the one hand, fewer children could meet DSM-5 surveillance status in future

years because they no longer qualify for a DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of ASD. Conversely, health-

care providers may begin to document more DSM-5 behavioral symptoms in service records

to justify an ASD diagnosis after changes in diagnostic criteria. This latter consideration is

especially important since records reviewed for this study were from 2012 –one year before

DSM-5 was published. The ADDM Network is uniquely equipped to monitor these potential

outcomes over time, and evaluate how a previous ASD diagnosis and service delivery influ-

ences DSM-5 surveillance status.

Our results differ from recent clinical analyses that indicate fewer children meet DSM-5 cri-

teria for ASD than DSM-IV-TR criteria for ASD in similar service settings [18,22]. However,

differences in clinical and surveillance definitions may help explain the discrepancy in find-

ings. The ADDM surveillance definition of ASD is based on all information contained in

health and education records from the first evaluation identified until the child is 8 years of

age. In contrast, current clinical diagnoses may represent child functioning at one point in

time and often in one service setting. It is therefore prudent for clinicians to consider develop-

mental history and previous diagnoses when evaluating children for a DSM-5 diagnosis of

ASD. Future research is needed to explore how current versus historical functioning influence

clinical impressions and surveillance results.

There were few (i.e., 10.0%) of children in our sample with a discordant DSM-IV-TR and

DSM-5 surveillance status of ASD. Therefore, comparisons of children who met only one of

the ASD surveillance definitions represent a minority of the sample. Nonetheless, children

who met only DSM-IV-TR surveillance status (4.0%) were more likely to have developmental

concerns and evaluations in the first three years than those who met only DSM-5 surveillance

status. These results indicate DSM-IV-TR criteria may detect few children with long-standing

social-communication concerns that do not meet the number and pattern of deficits specified

in DSM-5. Again, taking into account developmental history in addition to current function-

ing may help alleviate some concerns regarding a reduced number of ASD diagnoses under

DSM-5 when compared to DSM-IV-TR.

Children who met only DSM-5 surveillance status (6.0%) were more likely to have been

receiving autism-related services or previously diagnosed with ASD than children who met

only DSM-IV-TR surveillance status. This result is not surprising given that DSM-5 diagnostic

criteria includes a previous DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of autistic disorder, Asperger disorder, or

PDD-NOS.

It may seem counterintuitive that children could meet DSM-5 but not DSM-IV-TR surveil-

lance status if DSM-5 criteria are by apparent definition more stringent than DSM-IV-TR cri-

teria. Detailed review of a few examples suggest that this result may be a consequence of the

amount and type of information contained in surveillance records coupled with differences

between DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5 conceptualizations of ASD. For instance, one child had

almost all of DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5 criteria noted in surveillance records but did not have

a developmental delay noted before three years of age or an autism discriminator (i.e., a
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behavior that distinguishes children with ASD from children with other developmental

delays). A developmental delay before three years of age is required for autism classification

under DSM-IV-TR but is not required for ASD classification under DSM-5. Specifically,

DSM-5 states that “symptoms must be present in the early developmental period but may not

become fully manifest until social demands exceed limited capacities, or may be masked by

learned strategies in later life” [1]. An autism discriminator is required to meet ASD surveil-

lance status–for those who do not meet the criteria for autism–under DSM-IV-TR but not

DSM-5. Another example is a child who had three social deficits noted in service records,

along with repetitive behaviors and sensory deficits. This child met DSM-5 surveillance status

but not DSM-IV-TR surveillance status of autism or ASD because there were not at least six

criteria or an autism discriminator, respectively, recorded (and sensory deficits are not consid-

ered in DSM-IV-TR diagnostic criteria).

There are limitations associated with record-review surveillance and these particular analy-

ses. First, record-review surveillance relies on information contained in surveillance records

and does not include an in-person evaluation of the child. Second, this was one of the first

applications of the ADDM coding scheme developed for DSM-5 surveillance and was consid-

ered a pilot project for future DSM-5 surveillance efforts. Third, we did not have enough

resources to code the entire MADDSP 2012 sample according to both DSM-IV-TR and DSM-

5 criteria and, therefore, relied on a sampling framework that could introduce variability in

estimates. Finally, records were from the 2012 surveillance period which was one year before

the DSM-5 was published.

These limitations do not supersede the benefits of our analyses. This is one of the first stud-

ies to report a high level of agreement between surveillance status based on DSM-IV-TR and

DSM-5 criteria for ASD. Moreover, our findings suggest that these two surveillance methods

identify children with similar demographic and intellectual characteristics. Few children in

our sample had a discordant surveillance status based on DSM-IV-TR and DSM-5 criteria.

Those with a discrepant surveillance status could be due to current versus historical presenta-

tion and the nature of the behaviors described in service records. ADDM record-review sur-

veillance is uniquely equipped to continue to evaluate the influence of diagnostic criteria–and

a previous ASD diagnosis–on ASD surveillance status and prevalence estimates in large and

diverse samples of children. This study is therefore an important first step to future ASD sur-

veillance projects and how DSM-5 prevalence estimates can be considered within the context

of historically presented DSM-IV-TR prevalence estimates.
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